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CENTRAL I-CITY &
ALFRESCO LINK BRIDGE

A majestic showcase of COLORBOND® steel by NS BlueScope Malaysia in
constructing Shah Alam’s most iconic landmark and shopping destination

I

n modern history, shopping centres
are no longer just a place for retail
therapy but a preferred destination
to connect and interact with loved
ones, friends and surrounding
community. With shopping centres
playing such a key role, architects
like KL-based SA Architects Sdn Bhd stand
fully committed in creating architectural
designs that enrich the city and the lives
of the people. Established since 1965,
SA Architects is recognised as one of the
leading firms in Southeast Asia, evident
through its ever-growing portfolio of
award-winning projects that was built
upon strong rapport with reputable
developers and clients.
This is especially true when SA
Architects received recommendation to be
the leading architect for the development
of Central i-City shopping centre, a jointventure project between CPN Ventures
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Sdn Bhd (a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Central Pattana CPL, Thailand, or CPN) and
i-City Properties Sdn Bhd.
Nestled in the heart of i-City, Klang
Valley’s most advanced technology and
lifestyle hub, Central i-City has a Gross
Floor Area (GFA) of nearly 1.6million
sq ft and housed over 350 retail stores
spanning six levels. In addition, the
shopping centre will be augmented by a
150,000 sq ft CentralWalk retail street as
well as entertainment hubs, a convention
centre and hotels.
ILLUMINATED LIFE, ILLUSTRATED VIBE
According to Mr Tony Mak Chee Seng,
Director of SA Architects, the design
concept of Central i-City is largely inspired
by CPN Venture’s Thai parent company’s
brand of Central Festival shopping centres.
The overall architectural theme explores
the artistic flow of lines from inside to
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outer body of the structure – from the
atrium space, the aisles, the façade and
further extended to the surrounding
landscape. These “flowing” organic lines
are characterized by the dynamic form
of trapezium & polygonal in 3D shapes
that create a chaotic movement of light,
portrayed by the changing of colours and
glowing edges. The unique “Dazzle Pattern”
or counter illumination colour gives an

interesting visual play to make the façade of Central i-City visible
even from a distant and distinctly recognizable along the Federal
Highway towards Klang town.
Constructing a structure that breaks away from the
conventional square block is no simple feat. Among the challenges
that arise include finding the right solutions to integrate and
connect proper pedestrian and vehicle levels between the
bridge, walkways and the shopping centre, the interface between
other blocks that were also under construction, and consolidate
traffic flow to reduce congestion during peak hours. Numerous
experiments and on-site testing were also conducted to arrive at
the desired shape of the exterior materials.
Be that as it may, the ideal balance between form and function
is achieved with careful juxtaposition of building material detail
design and functional intention, and a choice of roofing profiles
from Swissma Building Technologies Sdn Bhd that satisfied both
design and technical aspects of the project.
Case in point, the Alfresco Link Bridge features two roof profiles
– the Swissma SANKO Grip Deck® 3-Pan with its long length and

low pitch design is deemed most suitable in the construction of the
alfresco area, while Swissma Snapwelt® satisfies the modern, sleek
and elegant look intended for the Link Bridge. Both roof profiles
were fabricated at site and installed with a continuous piece
without lapping; the installation process took about two and four
weeks respectively to complete for full water tightness solution.
For these roofing profiles, COLORBOND® steel is the preferred
building material for its proven track record in terms of product
durability, particularly in addressing issues of design environment
such as colour fading and in meeting required performance
specifications.
Since the 1960s, COLORBOND® steel has been meeting the
various demands and needs of the construction industry, earning
a name for itself as a brand that offers innovative, multipurpose
and high-quality steel building materials. It combines the superior
strength of aluminium-zinc alloy-coated steel with Thermatech®,
a proprietary paint system technology exclusive to NS BlueScope,
for continuous delivery of thermal comfort for year-round peace of
mind.
Volcanic Grey is the colour of choice for the Alfresco Link Bridge
to reflect the beauty and bold statement befitting the modern
and contemporary architectural design. It also complements
the overall design scheme of Central i-City in terms of aesthetic
appearance; the dark ash tone of Volcanic Grey provides the ideal
colour contrast to the light steel façade and the multi-coloured
precast RC panel walling systems, thus the overall roof appears
more prominent and easily seen among the surrounding high-rise
buildings.
The developer’s confidence in the performance of
COLORBOND® steel and the architect’s practical design approach
indeed go hand-in-hand to complement the overall project.
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